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Welcome to the Cosmopolitan EuropeanRomanian-Australian issue of CounterClock!

------------------------------------------------

It is ok to be confused. I do it to myself all the time!
After 4 somewhat thicker issues I am down to my
new minimum pagecount of 32 pages. It is summer,
it is hot – I'm taking it easy.
I am also thinking about the future. I recall reading
about main regrets people had on their death bed.
1) Not having lived their lives as they themselves
wanted to, but according to expectations of others
(primarily parents).
2) Having worked too much.
I can not complain about either one. And for the
remainder of my visit to this planet, I intend to be as
free as I can, while it is still possible.

The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is
fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear
is fear of the unknown.

H. P. Lovecraft
------------------------------------------------

Why are we doing it to ourselves? At what point do
we acknowledge we have made ourselves prisoners
of our own property? All the little mementos we can
not separate from. If you own your house, it would
probably be full of them. How sad it was to sort out
the remains after my exwife. That was six years ago
(CoClock#21). I knew every item and what it meant
to her. Some of it had to go into the bin. It was brutal.
We are not taking anything with us. We know this.
And it is painful to fear that what we loved may go to
recycled paper. For most of us, that's what we love
the most. Old paper. Books, magazines, fanzines.
And we leave this world in a time when the next
generation reads less than ever.
My artwork... the work of my relatives and friends..
It is near impossible for me to separate from books
written by people I knew. Or would have loved to
know, such as Walt Willis. He's been gone for only
22 years. But everything from the 20th Century feels
like a lifetime ago. And it is a lifetime, for the young.
Many things my age (and younger) are already
propped up in museums. Wow!
...and the stars still shine as bright.

Cover Art: Emilian Enache
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What happened in the clear blue sky over Italy on
this day? My main theory is unusual atmospheric
lensing. An unusual air density twice passing
between the observed cloud and the two women
looking at it, may have caused sudden refractions.

WHAT IF....?
Here's an observation I made in my childhood,
never written about before and I have rarely ever
mentioned it.
I was ten years old, living in Lund in the south of
Sweden and I was walking home after basket ball
training across a big field of grass. Because it was
quite a distance without obstacles and darkness
already had fallen I looked up at the stars. It must
have been in the spring or in the autumn of 1970.
For less than a second I saw directly overhead a
yellow disc or sphere flashing across a short span
of the night sky. It was visually smaller than the
moon, but it was clearly a disc or a sphere.
For years I was wondering what it might have
been and for years I told myself that it probably
was connected to a rocket heading for the moon
and disconnecting its third stage. That was a
theory as good as any, for me.
What I never believed and what I still find unlikely,
is that I would have observed a flying saucer and
visitor from another planet. Why? Because I find it
inplausible that a sentient being should successfully have crossed the vast expanse of space and
come to us without even trying to communicate.
It's ridiculous. If so, then what come here for?

A famous Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon

I am all in favour of finding natural explanations.
Before I jump to the conclusion that we have had
a close encounter with aliens or time travellers, I
can think of a number of more plausible but still
unlikely explanations.

UFO-sightings were common back then, and they
were all bogus. From Adamski to Whitley Strieber.
I never gave any of them much credit. What was
worse, was when ever I confessed to reading sf,
the most common reaction was: ”So you believe
in UFO's?” Answering such an uninformed query
became increasingly tiresome. I fully agreed with
Christer Nordin, who spoke at NasaCon Iijr –
1981 about Unidentified Flying Objects. All his life
he went after and investigated claims of sightings
and they always turned out to be either natural
phenomena or hoaxes. We both did not believe,
because we would have loved if only it was true.

For example, mice conducting covert behavioural
experiments on human beings. These bogeys
could be coming from Earth as we know it. A yet
undiscovered species or civilization. Even with all
available surveillance technology, we can only
observe those who allow it. It is fairly easy to
avoid detection, if so desired. With a little superior
technology, this could be easier. It is our own
arrogance to assume that we are the watchers of
all. In Sumer, the people credited their gods for
every sociological and technological advance they
made. The Annunaki were walking among them.
Who knows, if they ever left us? Perhaps they
only chose to blend in. Or it could be parapsychic
material or energy field projection.

The UFO-craze still appeared to be going on in
Italy, when I moved there in 2007, because I could
have purchased UFO-magazines at the local
newspaper-vendor. It was not a topic I held in high
regard. But the occurrence of phenomena which
we still are unable to explain, is something I
eventually had to acknowledge as real.
One such phenomenon was reported to me on
the 25th of March this year. It prompted an article
in Mike Glyer's FILE 770.
http://file770.com/inexplicable-phenomena-andhow-to-approach-them/?
fbclid=IwAR0g9_95uIfhorlrzbp2EV6_ozTuBejegTl0ckvGJNMoHw0HlxLDDpK44A

There's the unlikely extra-spacial incursion. You
can fill up our normal space with cubes or with
tetrahedrons. If there is such a thing as multispace, then we have to add an extra axis to
length, height and width. Let's call it spacial depth.
But a tetrahedron has six rooms, while a hypercube (a tesseract) has eight. So there might be a
limited number of perpendicular universes.
A universe has to intersect, for any crossing
between them to be possible. Simply put, what we
can see in our reality, may be projections from
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another reality.
Note that some observed phenomena have been
accelerating to incredible speed without producing
a sonic boom. This is an indication that what was
observed didn't have substance in our physical
reality.

do we not see more UAP-footage going viral on
youtube?
1) because they are actually rare occurences?
2) because they are faster than the mind of the
observers (to get the phone ready)?
I reported in CounterClock#9 on more than 2000
year old UFO-observations.
These are not exclusively recent phenomena.
Jacques Vallee and Chris Aubeck published in
2010 a good book with the title Wonders In the
Sky.

The unexplained phenomena could originate in a
phase-shifted reality. I am not an expert on this,
but I believe it is possible that matter can exist at
different energy levels. Our density is so low that
we should be able to walk straight through each
other, if it were not for the energy-field holding our
molecules together. In theory, this planet could be
inhabited by several other beings like us, walking
straight through us every day, because they exist
at different energy levels. What if one of these
have developed technology to look at life at other
energy levels? It could explain a lot, including
dark matter. Perhaps the universe is more diverse
than we thought. It would be a shame having a
planet in exactly the right position and not use it to
bring forth any species better than us.
Multiple reality planes. Our reality, as complex and
tangible as it may seem, is in part dependent on
the fictions we choose to believe in (money,
borders, political power) and the environment we
perceive as solid. If all the mass of planet Earth
theoretically can be compressed into a 50 gram
can of porc paté (and it can, with plenty of space
to spare), the we should also be aware that the
Montgolfiere gas escaping our orifice as we speak
is marginally less solid than ourselves. We could
be projections on a holodeck. Any number of
projections could be running simultaneously.
A combination of extra-spacial, multiple reality and
phase-shifted reality? Perhaps, with an amount
of reasoning, we can eliminate what it can't be.
Russians have a tendency of bragging with their
advances in technology. You only need to read
TASS News to be impressed with their weapon
systems, some rather ingenious. It doesn't mean
a reader can duplicate their progress. And they
know it.

What I love about this book is that every UAP
observation since 1460 BC is named with its
source.
I was previously unaware that Ezekiel's divine
observation in 593 BC wasn't his own original
account (see: CounterClock#34, page 23).
But when it comes to the description of wheels
within wheels and the wheels having eyes all
around, the image coming to my mind is less far
fetched than most illustrations I have seen on the
subject (see next page).
Of course, one can imagine a monstrosity, but it is
also possible to visualize something common to

The Chinese are not as open, but have stolen
most of their advances from the US. They can not
all of a sudden make several generational leaps in
advances. And both Russians and Chinese are as
puzzled or intrigued as we are.
Neil deGrasse Tyson had a valid point when he
(on The View, hosted by Whoopie Goldberg) pointed
out that we have billions of smartphones on the
planets with equally many ready cameras. Why
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us. Such as:

Wolffhart published under the name Lycosthenes
in 1552 an upgraded version of Julius Obsequens
(4th - 5th century AD) Book of Prodigies. Promptly
the publication was succeeded by a few most
peculiar observations involving spheres and
cylindrical objects.
On 1 June 1554 Leonhardt Kellner in Bavaria,
Plech made (together with the local priest) a
spectacular observation involving blue spheres
and stars. In Nürnberg, Bavaria a similar, but
more spectacular observation was made on the
14th April 1561, allegedly by the whole town. This
was published in a flyer by Hans Glaser.
Five years later, in Basel where Lycosthenes book
had been published, a similar account was given
in a flyer by Samuel Apiarius & Samuel Coccius.
Also the 1566 celestial phenomenon over Basel
has its own wikipedia-entry.
And finally 1628 in connection with the Ofxord
Meteorite this quite interesting illustration was
published. Again, involving spheres and cylindrical
objects, apparently in opposition to each other.
My first question would be, were the publishers of
these flyers the only people in town capable of
writing? I wouldn't even bother trying to explain
these observations with sun dogs and other
known celestial phenomena. Personally I feel all
of these events being related to the 1552 book.

Am I the only one who thinks of wheels within
wheels as rims and tires?
Somebody ought to compare and correlate recent
reports with the historical ones. I will focus on the
UAP-craze emerging in connection with the Swiss
humanist Conrad Wolffhart (1518-1561), where
the observations may or may not be connected.
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But let's not summarily dismiss the entire series,
without looking at what Hans Glaser describes in
his pamphlet:
In the year 1561, on April 14th towards morning,
between daybreak and afterwards (so in the
morning between four and five on the little clock),
is in the sun, just as it opened, a terrible face
appeared, and it was at Nuremberg been seen by
many men and women in the city, in front of the
gate and in the country. At first two blood-red,
semicircular lines appeared with the sun behind,
arched and like the waning moon, above and
below through the Shimmering sun and bloodcolored on each side. Around the sun numerous
spheres, some of them bluish or iron-colored, as
well as black, round spheres could be seen. More
of them were blood red and positioned in a ring
on either side of the sun. Still others appeared in
rows of three, others were arranged in squares.
Blood-red crosses could be seen between the
latter. And between all these balls and crosses
were blood-red welts in the background. Sleek,
hollow pipes also mingled in this picture. There
were also three large pipes, one on the left hand,
one on the right, and a third above the whole. And
there were four or more balls seen in those tubes.
All these has started to quarrel with one another:
the bullets first flew into the sun, then out again
and hit each other, and soon the big pipes also
began to fire bullets and shoot each other. For a
good hour everyone argued and fought violently
with each other, rising and falling in front of the
sun and struggling to the point of exhaustion.
Finally - as it was reported - all objects slowly
sank down from heaven to earth, as if they
wanted to set everything on fire and finally they
went down with a lot of steam and dissolved. After
this spectacle, a uniform, large and thick black
spear, with a shaft to the east and a point to the
west, was seen in the sky. But what such signs
mean only God knows. But since we have so
many and different signs in heaven in quick
succession that Almighty God lets appear - as if
he wanted to provoke and lure us to repentance
in our sinful life - we are unfortunately so
ungrateful that we have such signs and miracles
of God despise it, talk mockingly about it and
ignore it. It is to be feared that God will send us a
terrible punishment for our ingratitude. However,
those who fear God will by no means despise
him, but all those will heed the warning of their
gracious Father in heaven, improve their lives and
faithfully serve God, so that he may avert his
cheap anger and the well-deserved punishment
from us. So that we as his children may live here

temporarily, there forever. In this, may God help
us all. Amen. By Hans Glaser, letter painter in
Nuremberg.
This text, if I am not mistaken, was painstakingly
set with moulded types of an alloy which was a
combination of lead, tin, antimony and bismuth.
2500+ characters (and the German version
required more letters).
But... all objects slowly sank down from heaven to
earth, as if they wanted to set everything on fire
and finally they went down with a lot of steam and
dissolved. There we have a correlation with very
recent observations. It probably doesn't mean a
thing.

Printing in the past was far more time-consuming
than what it is today. As a result, much less
rubbish got published.
But one would expect spectacular events as the
ones described in Nuremberg and Basel to result
in a few more pages than one.
*

*

*

Not every historical account is complete nonsense
and easily dismissible. Seneca raised interesting
questions when he asked: “When do boards
occur, or shields, or the shapes of vast fires?”
To him, these were observations of nature.
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And if there was an intelligent mind behind some
of the more intriguing accounts, such as the tictac-shaped object, then what was its purpose?

The Berkshire UFO incident of 1 September 1969
presents some compelling argument, that those
who experienced it believe they witnessed a close
encounter with extraterrestrial intelligence.

A decoy? Chase something which has no real
substance and pay no attention to what happened
under water. G-forces are only relevant if there
was something living aboard. A near mid-air
collision with jet fighters? What was it?

There's more in this clip, narrated with Swedish
accent, The Unknowns: Mystifying UFO Cases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb7T1v_VHpE
I never thought I would experience the day when
those who believe aliens could be visiting us, are
not completely insane..

Interestingly, ancient observations show visible
means of propulsion. Generational leaps ahead of
the time in which they were observed, but none
the less, visible means of propulsion. If I had any
say, I'd involve a Jonathan Creek-like character
into the UAP Task Force. A guy with no-box
thinking. An expert in the art of creating an
illusion. Just to get an agile mind to come up with
an idea how to easiest recreate what has been
observed. If it has been observed, then it must
be possible.

Now we know there are many planets out there,
orbiting stars. We are pointing telescopes at them
and they could point their telescopes at us and
conclude the Earth is in a habitable zone. Before
arrival, they can determine the kind of atmosphere
we have. They may not have any problem with
hibernating during the long journey (if they are
reptiles, amphibian, insectoid or other).
The probability is not overwhelming, but it is less
impossible than I hitherto had been convinced it
was. I just couldn't see how we would manage to
cross the vast expanse between stars. We have a
fragile metabolism and a warped perception of
time. These are considerations not applying to all.
Other species, other prerequisites.
And finally... what would be my hypothesis, if I had
to make one? I don't, really. But I can see how an
article of this kind demands one.
What if... What if we are not the smartest animal
on this planet? What would a species, similar to
our abilities, but vastly superior to us, do? I would
perhaps communicate with individuals among us,
but not come forward officially. The community
structure of humans would be a disappointment in
the eyes of a sentient universe. Instead of working
together, we think of issues of national security
and of other people in adversary terms. We bear
all the hallmarks of a primitive culture. I would
hide, wait and hope humanity would come to
senses. Nothing we have done so far, shows that
we are a species to be trusted. We're heading for
an apocalypse in the original sense of the word: A
revelation. It is possible that extensive destruction
is necessary to reach this revelation, because
until we wise up, we will keep driving our racing
cars, eat our last few jars of caviar, we will ooh
and aah like monkeys in front of the TV-screen.
Because most of us really don't care at all. We
care more about cats, gender-neutral pronouns
and social justice, than what we care about the
reality of our downfall.

Münchhausen. Single passenger, flying sphere.
Artwork: Oskar Herrfurth (1862-1934)

Are we the most intelligent species in the
universe? Gee, I hope not!
But, where do they hide?

By Wolf von Witting
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We just didn't bother to keep track of who was
king or when.

FRM THE DIARY OF A BEAR
Earlier this year, I got fed up with the folly of
humankind and decided to join a species in the
lower ranks on the evolutionary scale.
On January 23rd I converted to Homo Ursidae
and now care as much about human affairs as
what any bear does. As I said before; I am not
furry, but I like honey and I growl frequently.
Quite by accident, I happened to stumble across a
rather amusing piece of history, originating from
fictional work, printed in Basel. The Historia de
omnibus Gothorum Sueonumque regibus. Or The
History of all Geatish and Swedish Kings. It was
written by Sweden's last Catholic archbishop
Johannes Magnus in Latin and published by his
brother Olaus Magnus ten years after his death
(in 1554). This history writing was critical to king
Gustav Vasa of Sweden, who introduced the
Protestant Reformation in 1527 and caused the
exile of its author.
But Gustav's sons, to whom the book had been
dedicated, used it widely as a reference.
So we learn that the Norse god Odin was regent
of Sweden between 1866 BC and 1746 BC, when
the first Carl ascended to the throne. I guess Odin
got a better job, higher up in the ranks. Because
we know he didn't die 3767 years ago. Gods don't
die until the last human refuses to believe in them.
But we read, that the reign of Swedish kings went
back all the way to Magog, the grandson of Noah.
The list of regents begin at 2259 BC. We also
learn that Yngve was not a louse, but the Swedish
regent 378 - 382 AD. Interestingly Sweden did
have many kings long before their current list of
rulers began with Eric Segersäll (ca 945-995 AD).

Printed in Basel 1558 and source for confusion.
I wondered why the count of Swedish kings began
with Carl IX and Erik XIV. Where's previous Carls
and Eriks? They were fictional. Every Carl & Erik
1 through 6. And rather amusingly, it was the idea
of a lieutenant at the Uppland Regiment to offer
the succession of the Swedish crown to a
Bernadotte, one of Napoleon's brigadier generals.
So, if a frog can become king, why shouldn't a
knight become a bear? For those of you who don't
know everything I will reveal that a frog is a time
honoured expression for a French soldier.
I heard a song I thought was traditionally Swedish
being used in a dancing class in Italy. The little
frogs is a song every Swede is familiar with. What
many don't know, is that it originally was a military
march from the French revolution "La Chanson de
l'Oignon" ("The Onion Song"). The enemies of the
French at the time, the Brits, changed the lyrics
with condescending irony to "Au pas, grenouilles!"
("In step, little frogs"). Similarities between Royal
Swedes and frogs is due to this French gene.
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have words for, are the things we don't have
words for. What I distinctly have experienced in
the four languages I can use fluently, is that every
language is a different way of thinking.

N THE LAST DAY F JUNE 2021...
I observed an orange butterfly gliding through the
air some ten meters before I lost track of it. Never
seen a butterfly gliding through the air before.
It also held an altitude above the usual height at
which one observes them flutter.

In English speaking countries, there is a medically
very real affliction called occupational burnout.
No Italian I have spoken with, has ever heard of it.
No surprise. The Italian wikipedia-entry translates
it as Sindrome da burnout, because the Italians
don't really have a word for it. The conversation in
Italian would go something like this:
- I'm so tired all of the time.
- Then go to sleep.
Problem solved.

------------------------------------------------

There are things known and there are
things unknown, and in between are the
doors of perception.

Aldous Huxley
------------------------------------------------

I wonder how much time it will take to sink in. The
fact that there now officially are phenomena we
cannot explain, such as the UAP. But instead of
trying to prove the existence of ghosts, angels
and otherworldly beings, why not just gather and
correlate all the reliable data we have?
I've been watching bizarre footage caught on
CCTV and posted on youtube. 95% complete
rubbish created by attention seekers. I would not
envy those who had to sift through it all.
But perhaps, taking all unusual occurrences into
account may reveal something about our nature
that we previously have been unaware of.

Around 1643 Miyamoto Musashi wrote Everything
is important! in his Book of Five Rings. Perhaps
back then, in 1643 almost everything was really
important. The wealth of stories, the accumulated
knowledge of humankind, it was manageable.
350 years later, most was still manageable. Then
happened the internet. At first we all thought it
was a blessing. Few saw the train coming.
The internet is the worst creator of unreality. The
knowledge it contains is actually the most useless
knowledge there is. Little of what you learn from
the internet gives an advantage. Of course many
things are true, but they are also common and
easy-for-everyone accessible knowledge.
An Italian student recently told her teacher, she
couldn't do her homework, because she found no
related wikipedia-article on the subject.
It is a valid question Stefano Re posed back in
CounterClock#30 – “Are you indeed thinking?”
Sadly, the more I think about it, the more I agree.

I have examined my perception of what reality is.
The first and most obvious thought was that the
things we believe in are real to us. God exist for
those who believe in god and ghosts appear to
those who believe in ghosts. UFO's are aliens to
one who can't imagine alternative explanations.
That which we have not heard of does not exist
for us until we convincingly learn of it.
Behaviour is a result of how we have been trained
(or educated). Terminology and the frequency of
its use influences what we think of as important.
Behavioural codes influences how we believe we
should behave. Fictional values influence what we
think of as valuable or worthless. Titles influence
who we believe to hold rank. The existence of
nations hinges upon the belief that they exist. We
live in a fiction of our creation. What appears real
beyond our physical reality, are concepts of what
we have chosen to believe. Language limits the
thoughts we can have. The more languages you
have full control over, the more ideas you can
have. Some new ideas come with words which
may or may not relate to each other. In the realm
of abstract values, differences between languages
become more obvious. Nouns and pronouns,
prepositions and verbs don't make much of a
difference. Some words only exist in one or a few
languages. More interesting, to me, than what we

Our two most fundamental driving forces, survival
and procreation are the same in all living beings.
It is actually the same in potatoes. They are alive
until we boil them. They just don't move at our
speed. They are much, much slower. If you don't
believe me, place a raw potato somewhere dark
and let it be for a few months.
Revising what we believe to be reality is a healthy
exercise. Unfortunately, those who need to do it
are not interested.
------------------------------------------------

I think that it's when we step out of the road, step
outside the box, become our own person, and we
walk fearlessly down paths other people wouldn't
look at, that true progress comes. And sometimes
true beauty as well.

John McAfee
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The ones who are crazy enough to think that they
can change the world are the ones who do.

John McAfee

THE BEST CMEDY TEAM
SINCE MONTY PYTHN

------------------------------------------------

A FASCINATING DISCOVERY [...for me]
THE INTERNET DOESN'T REMEMBER BINARY LIMBO
Today 23 June 2021 – I googled it. The term binary limbo
is still in use (but rarely), but no explanation is offered.
Computer technology and storage media evolved fast in
the 80's and 90's. On the commodore 64 I loaded games
from cassette tapes until I got my first 5,25 inch floppy
drive (the 1541 drive). Then I went to Amiga and used the
smaller 3½ inch disks. I used an Amiga 1200 as long as
until 2001, when it still outperformed my PC with Win97
standing right next to it.
If both computers were booted simultaneously, I was
already reading my email on the Amiga, while the PC
finished booting.
There was already the possibility to transfer files between
computers. The universal file extension had been agreed
upon, making it possible to read all image files and .txtfiles. Later PC versions used CD and eventually left out
the floppy drive. Data on older storage media which could
no longer be transferred were said to be stuck in binary
limbo. That's where the expression came from.
Nobody needs it today. Many think of their data, text,
images and videos as eternal. Unable to imagine that all
their data can be erased in a flash.
One strong electromagnetic pulse. And all is history.
It's no question if there will be another Carrington Event,
as the one in 1859. The question is when it will be. Then
the binary limbo and all our data can be gone for ever.
Unless we were prepared.

If you enjoy playing computer games and are
familiar with Warcraft or Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons based games, then I believe you will
enjoy this bunch of New Zealanders as much as I
have. A huge portion of their output concerns the
absurdities in game reality. They have been at it
for ten years already and managed to stay under
my radar. Perhaps they passed under yours as
well. I dare to suggest you missed out on some
brilliant entertainment. It isn't too late to catch up.
Many sketches play out in a computer/game-shop
which may not operate exactly as Playtech does
IRL. This is where I started my own adventure –
and first of their 21 consecutive clips I watched in
the past 2 days.

------------------------------------------------

It has become increasingly popular for your
feelings to matter more than the facts, and I
think that is toxic to a democracy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GB01rSkSS94&list=LL&index=21

Edward Snowden

The best jokes are hilarious because truth is
buried in the joke and one recognizes oneself in it.
A gamer often completely loses touch with reality
while immersing himself in the game. Comparison
to real life show how absurd it can be.
Absurdity in War Games can be much worse. It
depends of course on how it is programmed. But
the player is not expected to think. Just to shoot
his way through droves of enemies who can't aim
straight and don't fear for their own fictional lives.
This was brilliantly illustrated in their wartime clip
FPS LOGIC SUPERCUT.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VSxufUoCaG8&list=LL&index=16&t=1s

------------------------------------------------

THE WRLD'S LOUDEST MVEMENT
...is going after everyone who disagrees with them
in vicious campaigns. One can stop publishing, in
any form or make a stand. The third option would
be to ignore them, not name them and try to stay
out of their way. The problem is, that I would be
considered an enemy because of my skin colour.
Unless I agree with them. But I'd rather be shot!
When dissidence and free speech is suffocated,
we have the same intolerance as there was in
Germany before World War II. I will not comply.
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Have you ever seen a knight running around with
a smartphone? In Epic NPC Man this can happen.
It's a player immersed in his game, which has no
pause-button and in the midst of a fight his mum
calls.

“I can't believe I paid 100 bucks for this game!”
By now I've become accustomed to see the same
faces in the videos. Adam, Alan, Ben, Brittany,
Ellie, Phoenix, Rowan and a few others whose
names I am certain to still commit to memory.
Because the VLDL team does not appear to be
losing steam or inspiration. We definitely seem to
have rising stars here. Most sketches are written
by the trio Adam King, Alan Morrison and Rowan
Bettjeman who created VLDL ten years ago.
Since then Ben Van Lier and most likely many
others have joined and contributed to success.

Mum: Is a game more important than talking to me?

Lately it appears some impressive CGI has been
added to their resources. It is also an advantage
to have everything filmed in New Zealand, where
some breathtaking nature already came to good
use in Peter Jackson's LoTR.

It looks obvious that they enjoy working together
and have a profound effect on each other.
They must be aware that life works out better for
those who don't play it as a zero-sum game like
Monopoly (winner takes all), but is infinitely more
successful when enacted like an AD&D game in
which the players diverse skills contribute to the
success of the team.
The only comedy team I can recall, having had
remotely a similar versatility, is the six members of
Monty Python. This guy what's-his-name (?) fits
right in with his crazy stare.

Advanced CGI monster.

The casting and acting is professional. There is
nothing amateurish about these productions.
I believe (or rather... I hope) it is only a matter of
time before VLDL hits us with a feature length film
On the 9th of May this year another step towards
such a movie was released on youtube with a 37
minutes long story about an NPC character.
In it, Rowan Bettjeman is a fisherman with a wee,
limited vocabulary who's required to save the day.
BAELIN'S ROUTE already had 2.8 million views
last time I looked.
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perhaps I don't need to convince you more.
The last picture I add is taken from their Fb page
and perhaps it is needless to say that all pics are
copyright and property of VLDL.
Regardless of what Zuckerberg thinks.
I haven't seen all of their videos yet. Perhaps I will
return with comments on them in a future issue.
I have my eyes open now. I never before thought
of proudly adding gamer to my resumé. But I did
start with Pool of Radiance on the Commodore 64
some 35 years ago and I've been through many
great adventures. Of course I recognize many of
the fine points raised (such as the looting of dead
and the adding of characters to a party merely to
take their valuables). These are things a gamer
wouldn't consider doing in real life.
If I wasn't a 'poor' writer (and we all know how well
writing pay off in these times when no one reads),
then I would gladly support their activity with more
than words. The clips often end with an appeal for
funding of their filming and increasing production
values. If I had the means, I would do that. Not a
cent to the established franchises who don't give
a shit about their fans. This is where your money
should go, if you have some to give away. I can't
think of any better use. It'll give a lot of people
more laughs. Not only the ones behind Viva La
Dirt League.
Wolf von Witting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PEeZeVbTLo&list=LL&index=20&t=1960s
Do you need to see it? Yes, if you're tired of Star
Trek, StarWars and Doctor Who, definitely, yes!
VLDL doesn't merely provide laughs. They also
provide some deeply profound moments.

I will not give you any spoilers what so ever about
Baelin's Route. Just trust me on this one.
And I don't believe you have ever seen me writing
any such recommendation before.
I have taken a dozen more screenshots to support
my argument that you are in for a good time. But
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“Sheer Fucking Hubris”:
Star Trek, Profanity, and the Blue
Language of the Future
by Owen Morawitz
There’s a moment during the second act of “Maps
and Legends” — the second episode of Star Trek:
Picard, the latest web series in the long-running
franchise available for streaming through CBS All
Access — where things get a little blue.

Star Trek Picard 2020/ CBS All Access
There was one for me quite disturbing scene from
Star Trek:Picard-trailer, which instantly diminished
my eagerness to watch the show. It's in the title of
the following article. What I intended to do, was to
write such an article myself. I googled the words and
found it had already been written. And far more
thoroughly and eloquently than I could have done.
So I contacted Owen Morawitz to ask his permission
to bring you this article.

During a meeting at Starfleet Headquarters in
23rd century San Francisco, a weary and
desperate Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) asks
Fleet Admiral Kirsten Clancy (Ann Magnuson) for
help. Now, this is Star Trek, so a lot is going on
here contextually, but the general gist is this:
After having witnessed the murder of Dahj Asha
(Isa Briones) — a female organic synthetic
android and the potential daughter of Picard’s
friend and colleague, the late Lt. Commander
Data (Brent Spiner) — by masked assassins,
Picard suspects a nefarious plot involving
between cyberneticist Bruce Maddox (John Ales),
the Romulans and other possibly shady actors. In
his conversation with Clancy, Picard asks to be
reinstated as a Starfleet officer with the command
of a small reconnaissance vessel and crew for a
one-time special mission. He also concedes that
being reinstated to his former rank of admiral
could be considered too on the nose, so just
receiving the lowly rank of captain once again
would be acceptable. Directly following this
exchange, Clancy stares icily at Picard before
blasting him with the following remark:
“Sheer fucking hubris!”
Now admittedly, watching a character as revered
as Picard display a wilful level of pride and
arrogance unbeholden to his previous career

It happens that I use the F-word myself. But I am not
likely to drop it in a discussion with educated people
and I do not expect educated people to fill in their
argument with profanity. ”Sheer hubris!” means
exactly the same thing. No need to sound like a late
20th century thug. I can't imagine a future Starfleet
Admiral to have such poor vocabulary.
Star Trek in the 60's was created for TV and for
young people. No swearing, limited violence and
limited nudity and sex demanded from the writers to
create interesting stories. And they did. If you strip
the sex, violence and profanity from film made for
adults, then what is left of it, is the story. And by
Grabthar's hammer, the stories made for children
had more substance than most of the crap our
established franchises present us as entertainment
these days. I've been an ardent collector of fantastic
film on dvd's. I have supported the industry with my
money. I support it no more.
I will keep my eyes and ears open for quality viewing
and listen, laugh and learn from the Critical Drinker
and Nerdrotic on youtube. Get their seal of approval
and I might watch it.
- Wolf -
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exploits is a little jarring. Still, it’s the sudden fbomb curveball that really made my head spin.
And while it’s certainly not the first “colourful
metaphor” uttered in the world of Trek writ large, I
continue to feel a niggling sense of unease when
presented with this blue language of the future.

CBS All Access’ Star Trek: Discovery in 2017
which saw the franchise’s first-ever use of an fbomb-as-verb — “fucking” — as part of a silly and
innocuous
shuttle
conversation
between
colleagues.
What’s in a Word?
According to Merriam Webster, to ‘offend’ (in the
transitive sense), is to “violate, transgress; to
cause pain, to hurt; to cause (a person or group)
to feel hurt, angry, or upset by something said or
done.” A ‘sensibility’ is a “peculiar susceptibility to
a pleasurable or painful impression; awareness of
and responsiveness toward something; refined or
excessive sensitiveness in emotion and taste.”
From this, we can surmise that to offend the
sensibilities of a media consumer, that work of
media must cause distress to the consumer
through a painful response to their emotions and
tastes. How then does a work of offensive media
relate to contemporary value?

So, to better understand why this use of edgy
expletives is so profoundly dislocating within
creator Gene Roddenberry’s utopian sci-fi vision,
we need to run through a few questions. What
does it mean to offend the sensibilities of a media
consumer? And, in turn, is it then possible for
works of media deemed to be offensive to a
person or group/s of persons to have value? If so,
how does the use of vulgarity and profanity in
media relate to concepts of aesthetic taste and
cultural capital? And lastly, how do transgressive
works help to define the relevance of
contemporary media such as the Trek franchise?
“Damn it, Jim!”
But first, here’s a quick survey of swearing in Trek.
As Danette Chavez writes for The AV Club, Trek
has often towed the cultural line with its use of
profanity, matching changes in mood and tone
reflected by the dynamics of syndicated network
television.

In “Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement
of Taste,” French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu
theorised that within “the socially recognised
hierarchy of the arts, and within each of them, of
genres, schools or periods, corresponds a social
hierarchy of the consumers… [which] predisposes
tastes to function as markers of ‘class’” (1664).
For Bourdieu, ‘taste’ is used to legitimate works of
art, the act of which becomes a form of social
classification: “Taste classifies, and it classifies
the classifier” (1670). The interpretation of
vulgarity and profanity in works of media is
directly related to the social standing of the
consumer, their position within the social
hierarchy versus the creator’s position in the
same social hierarchy, and the consumer’s
expectation of what that media should be.

During the run of The Original Series in the ’60s,
characters like the morose Dr Leonard “Bones”
McCoy (DeForest Kelley) would frequently drop
the occasional “damn” or “hell” or “goddamnit” in
the face of crisis. Moving into the late ’80s and
’90s, The Next Generation had instances of
Picard swearing in battle conveniently dressed up
in alien languages that would remain forever
unknown to the viewer.
With the release of feature films, the Trek
franchise would also take advantage of less
restrictive content guidelines and classifications.
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986) hilariously
played up the use of “dumbass” through some
time-travel shenanigans in 80’s San Francisco.
Meanwhile, the first feature outing of the TNG cast
in Star Trek: Generations (1994) allowed Data —
now with the added benefit of the full spectrum of
human emotions — to sneak in a cheeky “shit!” on
the bridge of the Enterprise-D.

Aesthetic taste acts as a recursive social theory
that allows a social subject or group of subjects to
distinguish themselves by the distinctions they
make between beauty, ugliness, vulgarity, etc. A
person’s use of vulgar or profane language makes
it possible to define their position within the
established
social
hierarchy.
Ultimately,
Bourdieu’s theory of aesthetic taste is
fundamentally hierarchical and requires social
standing and access to cultural capital or
competence as necessary for the understanding
of secondary meaning beyond, or transcendent
of, a ‘pure aesthetic’.

Towards the end of the 00s, director J.J. Abrams
rebooted the film franchise with a wild actionfuelled romp through an alternate timeline in Star
Trek (2009), which saw a younger Kirk (Chris
Pine) call “bullshit” on an elder version of Spock
(the late Leonard Nimoy). However, it wasn’t until
the franchise returned to the television format with

In the realm of Trek, this becomes particularly
interesting, considering that — within the
Federation at least — it’s heavily implied that an
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equivalence of social standing and elimination of
class struggle exists, as evidenced by the postscarcity utopian future the franchise presents.
Sure, there are different jobs, roles and social
positions available to all citizens of the
Federation; however, the effective mobility
between social strata in the Trek universe has
always been portrayed as entirely fluid. Movement
between strata appears to be discretionary at the
level of the individual and not impeded by a
person’s access to cultural capital. This is to say
that, in the 24th century, dropping an f-bomb is no
longer a signifier of one’s social status or
upbringing. But if this is, in fact, the case, why
then would anyone swear in Trek at all?

aesthetic tastes. However, as Allan and Burridge
argue, the use of dysphemism and offensive
language still has relevance within contemporary
society: “taboos strengthen group identity and
social fabric through feelings of distinctiveness,
while the rites and rituals that accompany them
give us a sense of control in a chaotic and hostile
environment” (252).
And in the case of the Discovery f-bomb, this view
checks out. A shared acknowledgement of a
scientific experience between two nerdy
colleagues as being “fucking cool” would help to
strengthen their shared group identity as Starfleet
officers, bringing a sense of unity and control to
the entropic disorder of the cosmos. Why then
does it feel so wrong?

The Prime Directive of Galactic Taboo
Typically, and especially within the English
language, expressions of vulgarity and profanity
fall under the categorical use of ‘taboo’ words
which have been “banned on the grounds of
morality or taste”; that is, concerning Bourdieu’s
theory of aesthetic taste and social hierarchy,
language which is considered ‘illegitimate’.

Space, the Transgressive Frontier
The very act of offending someone’s sensibilities
is intrinsically bound to notions of violation and
transgression. On the act of censorship, Allan and
Burridge write that:
Forbidden words flourish all the more vigorously
on a diet of individual censoring and public
disapproval. Linguistic prohibition, like other kinds
of prohibition and censorship, is doomed to failure
in the longer term. Like the worm in the bud,
forbidden words feed on censoring imposed by
hypocritical decorum. (252–53)

In Forbidden Words: Taboo and the Censoring of
Language (2006), Keith Allan and Kate Burridge
discuss the origin of taboo words, where “the
censoring of language naturally leads to a
consideration of politeness and impoliteness, and
their interaction with euphemism (sweet-talking),
dysphemism
(speaking
offensively)
and
orthophemism (straight-talking)” (26).

In Transgression (2006), British sociologist
Christopher
Jenks
defines
the
act
of
‘transgression’ as “conduct which breaks rules or
exceeds boundaries”; a “deeply reflexive act of
denial and affirmation,” which “serves as an
extremely sensitive vector in assessing the scope,
direction and compass of any social theory” (2–3).
Similarly, Bourdieu argues that:

When comparing written language to spoken or
verbal language (which relies on direct, ‘face-toface’ social interaction between the speaker and
receiver), the balancing act between politeness
and impoliteness is often situationally ambiguous.
For Allan and Burridge, politeness is sensitive to
social standing and, therefore, the reception of
dysphemism in media is entirely contextual:

The denial of lower, coarse, vulgar, venal, servile
— in a word, natural — enjoyment, which
constitutes the sacred sphere of culture implies
an affirmation of the superiority of those who can
be satisfied with the sublimated, refined,
disinterested, gratuitous, distinguished pleasures
forever closed to the profane. That is why art and
cultural
consumption
are
predisposed,
consciously and deliberately or not, to fulfil a
social function of legitimating social differences.
(1670)

Whether or not language behaviour counts as
good manners will depend on a number of
factors. These include: the relationship between
speakers, their audience, and anyone within
earshot; the subject matter; the situation (setting);
and whether a spoken or written medium is used.
In other words: politeness is wedded to context,
place and time. That which is polite is at least
inoffensive and at best pleasing to an audience.
That which is offensive is impolite. (31)

This phenomenon of rejection highlights the
reciprocal nature between contemporary value
and aesthetic taste and how these relate directly
to transgressive media. A person’s aesthetic
tastes will determine the amount of value they

It’s clear then that the use of vulgarity and
profanity in media may result in a text being
dismissed or derided for not conforming to current
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place within a text, while the contemporary values
of the dominant social paradigm will, in turn,
influence a person’s overall aesthetic tastes.

Club, the decision to drop an f-bomb into the Trek
universe for the first time was made because,
well, they could:

Accordingly, transgressive media will conform to
the aesthetic taste of a small, maligned minority of
persons or groups, and seek to subvert or oppose
the traditional elements of the dominant social
paradigm. For Robin Mookerjee, transgressive
fiction is anti-absolutist, as it allows for a
multiplicity of interpretative lenses:

“Because we are streaming, so we could do
whatever we want. It doesn’t all look good on Star
Trek. Violence is violence. You know, okay,
maybe we can show a Klingon bat’leth going into
somebody, couldn’t do that on network. Sex on
Star Trek, to a degree. Nudity on Star Trek, not
really, it just doesn’t feel right. Language, there
are a couple moments where we got a little
creative with language, but again it was in the
context of like three scientists having a victory
and celebrating in a way that’s a little colorful.
Which I loved, because it was sort of like nerds
unite, they kicked ass, and dropped a few Fbombs, fine.”

Transgressive fiction sets out to reject beliefs
considered assumptive for any member of the
culture, subculture, or group of which one is a
presumed member. This rejection of membership
is an assertion of the novelist’s perception of
reality, or at least a subjectivism that allows for
the plausibility of a given (proscribed) viewpoint.
(102; emphasis added)

Grim Reality vs. Reward
In the end, I think what truly gets to me about this
new frisson of Trek and f-bombs isn’t so much
that I’m offended by it, or that using the f-word is
particularly taboo in Western culture, or even that
a television show featuring swearing actors is a
transgressive act in the context of modern media.
Trust me: as a thirty-something-year-old
Australian man, I’ve encountered my fair share of
blue language. No, the real issue for me is how
utterly futile and unnecessary it feels within the
larger Trek universe.

Transgressive media helps to subvert and
destabilise the established social order by
countering the prevailing paradigm of aesthetic
taste and value. In “Postmodernism And
Consumer Society,” Fredric Jameson classifies
this counter-cultural project in opposition to “good
taste and to common sense” and by representing
“a provocative challenge to the reigning reality”
(292–93). In this way, works of transgressive
media already have an established precedent in
overturning and reshaping the traditions upheld by
the dominant social paradigm and social hierarchy
throughout the twentieth century. As Jameson
notes:

Speaking to The Hollywood Reporter, director and
fellow Trek alum Jonathan Frakes describes the
purpose behind Picard’s darker subversions of
character expectations:

This is perhaps the most distressing development
of all from an academic standpoint, which has
traditionally had a vested interest in preserving a
realm of high or elite culture against the
surrounding environment of philistinism, of
schlock and kitsch, of TV series and Reader’s
Digest culture, and in transmitting difficult and
complex skills of reading, listening and seeing to
its initiates. (282–83)

“As we know, conflict is what creates drama. So,
on Next Gen, it was a very challenging set of
rules — primarily for the writers — to find ways to
create drama. In this new version of Star Trek,
which honors what Roddenberry laid out — in
terms of the optimism and respect toward themes
like racism — all of those elements are sort of
strongly rooted in this show. But the notion of selfdoubt, the vulnerability — especially for a
[character] like Picard — the damage of past
experiences, are so much more compelling to
watch … It’s a denser show than Next Gen, I think
that’s fair to say. Pushing Picard to these places,
watching Patrick act that out — and he was in the
writer’s room as they developed this story — it’s
all so rewarding to see.”

However, within the late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries, factors like technological
progress and access to information have
significantly eroded and subsumed these
perceived barriers of aesthetic taste and ‘high
culture’. We see this in the rise of emergent subculture phenomena (e.g. punk music, graffiti art,
memes), alongside the de-centralisation and
supplantation of traditional media distribution (e.g.
self-publishing,
illegal
downloads,
Internet
streaming). And as Discovery co-executive
producer Aaron Harberts explained to The AV

Sure, in the worlds of Altered Carbon or The
Expanse, people might need to blow off some
steam and curse freely. That’s fine. Those are
grim fictional realities of black, white and infinite
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shades of grey, where a little blue here and there
brightens up the screen. But Trek? The world of
Roddenberry’s vision was one where humanity
had moved beyond the hierarchical social
trappings of our tortured existence, where we
overcame adversity through interstellar diplomacy,
curiosity and the spirit of adventure before boldly
venturing out into the stars beyond.
Or perhaps not. What do I know? It’s 2020, and I
guess people just want to see old man Picard get
cussed out. Maybe I got it wrong as a fan after all.
And as Clancy puts it so bluntly in the eighth
episode of Star Trek: Picard, “Broken Pieces”:
“Admiral Picard, with all due respect, and at long
last, shut the fuck up!”
ARK II was an American sftv series for children. It
aired on CBS from 11 Sept to 18 Dec 1976. Only
15 half-hour episodes were produced, but they
are all available for watching on youtube.
Star Trek-fans will recognize the Ark's computersound fx, borrowed from ST-TOS. The crew of the
Ark consists of three humans and an intelligent
chimpanzee with the ability to speak and play
chess. The show has a rating of 7.0 on IMDb,
which I consider well deserved.
In the run of 15 episodes, we twice encounter a
shady character being portrayed by Jonathan
Harris, who we may recognize as Dr Zachary
Smith from the original Lost in Space. We also
have the pleasure of trying to spot a 13-yearyoung Helen Hunt early on in her filming career.
Compared to Fantastic Journey (1977) IMDb: 7.2
and the tv-series Logan's Run (1977) IMDb: 7.1
which both were a bit of a disappointment for me
(perhaps because I had to wait for so long before
I finally got to see them), the Ark II which I had not
heard of before I stumbled across it, was more fun
watching.
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But are not the dreams of poets and the
tales of travellers notoriously false?
H. P. Lovecraft
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Return to the Planet of the Apes (1975) IMDb: 6.5
is the animated 13 episodes tv-series which
brings back many familiar characters; Zaius, Zira
and Cornelius, Urko, Brent and Nova. The ape
civilization is more advanced than in the movies
and in the1974 tv-series. In this respect it is closer
to Pierre Boulle's novel.

If everything would have been exactly as in the
film and live action tv-version, then it might have
been less interesting. The cartoon version allows
for some extra creativity.
But it is not so far away from the lore, that one
doesn't recognize it as Planet of the Apes.

The British tv-show Timeslip (1970) IMDb: 7.8 is
an old b/w adventure featuring a boy and a girl in
26 very smartly scripted episodes giving Doctor
Who of its time some serious competition.
If you got tired of re-watching old Doctor Who and
want to avoid complete depression by watching
more recent episodes, then this nostalgia-trip is a
decent alternative. You don't have to buy the dvd's
as the whole show also is available on youtube.
At least it was recently...

I know, all of these recommendations should have
been presented before the pandemic. What's the
use now if you can go back to work?
But the way things are going, we may have a
climate lockdown soon. There does not seem to
be any end to the madness of the world.

------------------------------------------------

Technological progress has merely provided us
with more efficient means for going backwards.
Aldous Huxley

Black & white is fine as long as it's a good story.
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He threw himself wholeheartedly into the blend.
Connections were made with Hervé Calixte in
Paris and Pierre Versins in Lausanne. Calixte
(Patrice Rondard, born 1931) published in
collaboration with Michel Benâtre the magazine
"Satellite" since early 1958 (47 issues until 1963).
They had only started the Club NOVA (Nihil
Obstat Vitae Anticipiendae) with a hectographed
(aka jellygraph) fanzine, Supernova. Versins
(whose birth name was Jacques Chamson)
started in October of 1957 the Club Futopia who
had a majority of its 70 members in France. He
also published the fanzine Ailleurs (appearing with
51 issues until 1963). Also the BSFA (then
publishing hectographed issues of their club
magazine Vector) secretary Arthur Weir was
positive. Weir was (As Rob Hansen reveals in
THEN) "a member of the Cheltenham Circle and
somewhat unusual in that he discovered fandom,
when already in his sixties. Age, however, did not
stop him from fully and enthusiastically involving
himself in all that fandom had to offer." Through
Erwin Scudla in Austria, Rainer Eisfeld also made
contact with Joel Lima in Portugal. Lima was
mainly publishing crime and detective literature,
but had also taken sf under his wing. His attitude
was positive. SF in Portugal was still in its infancy,
with only a handful of translated works by Asimov,
Bradbury, Clarke, Heinlein, Simak and van Vogt
published since 1954. He was hoping it could
bring some fresh air into the sticky atmosphere
under the authoritarian portoguese regime.

Prelude to
the 50 Year History of the EURCON
Festivention in London 1951 has been identified as
the first truly international European convention.
Over two hundred delegates from eight countries
came together. Among the speakers were Lyell
Crane (Canada), Forrest J Ackerman (USA),
Georges Gallet (France), Ben Abas (Holland),
Sigvard Östlund (Sweden), Walt Willis (Ireland) and
Ken Paynter (Australia). "It was a Eurocon in
everything but the name." wrote Rob Hansen.
The first science fiction-convention known to have
been held on non-English speaking soil was
Wetzkon (CoClock#14-16) in January 1956, in
Wetzlar/West Germany. It was organised by Anne
Steul, who was a pioneer of German sf-fandom and
active in English language fanzine fandom. Albeit
small, the event had international attendance. In the
same year the first sf-convention was held in the
Nordic countries. Luncon 1956 (CoClock#37) took
place on 18 to 19 of August 1956 in Lund, south
Sweden. [[Researchers who encounter references
to Twerpcon 1955 in Antwerpen/Belgium in fanzines,
should be made aware that this event has been
confirmed as an elborate hoax. It never took place.
See: CoClock#27]]

The EUROCON Before the First EUROCON

If the ripples of a first Eurocon were to spread,
then it was considered prudent to organise it on
territory outside German borders. The SFCD
group in Zürich was spearheaded by Walter
Wegmann (born 1925), who was proprietor of a
Photography shop. It was decided that the Zürich
group with Wegmann would be responsible for the
main organising work of the Zürich convention to
take place in August 1959. It was also debated
who would have the right to bestow the European
Hugo to winners. The general public had no clue
as to the significance of a "Hugo" or the name of
Gernsback. Wolf D Rohr raised the issue how a
more solemn choice of title for an award possibly
could improve the esteem the public eye held in
regard of science fiction. The answer to his
quandary was found in the Zürich-conventions
program announcing the first winner to receive the
Kurd Lasswitz award. It was the only time this
reward was given until Uwe Anton, Hans-Ulrich
Böttcher and Werner Fuchs revived the award
more than 20 years later, then taking inspiration
from the American Nebula Award.

We have Rainer Eisfeld's thorough research and
involvement into events of the era to thank for
learning details about the Eurocon held in August
of 1959 in Zürich, Switzerland.*1) The debate
then in fanzines concerned a unifying organisation
of sf-fans in German speaking countries, chiefly
West-Germany, Austria and Switzerland. "This
appears insufficient to me." wrote Gernsback to
Eisfeld on the 3rd of March in 1958. Hugo
Gernsback envisioned a union of independent
groups from all European countries.
The idea and desire to spawn a European event
was entertained at the third SFCD-convention,
held in Unterwössen late in August 1958. Rainer
Eisfeld (born 1941), was then late into his teens
and an extra-ordinarily bright and active fan. He
had mastered English by listening to Rock'n Roll.
------------------------------------------------

* 1 - Rainer Eisfeld's book on the pioneers of
German fandom "Die Zukunft in der Tasche",
published 2007 by Dieter von Reeken
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from Sweden (Sture Sedolin Hällström), Austria,
Switzerland and from the BSFA. It takes no
clairvoyance to understand the ESFU later fell
apart, because after twelve years, in Trieste, no
one was aware of it. If Pierre Versins ever
mentioned it, then no one took notes.

In the winter of 1958 Eisfeld wrote an article
about German fandom in Vector#3, the official
organ of the British SF Association (BSFA).
The next issue to be solved was who this award
most appropriately should be given to. There was
not exactly a wealth of qualified successors
following in the footsteps of Hans Dominik, who
died in 1945. The most serious author of his time
was Alfred Müller who wrote under the
pseudonym of Freder van Holk (1901-1970).
Müller was invited and the author graciously
accepted.

Eisfeld noted in his book the striking similarity
between the ESFU- and current ESFS-logo. It has
been proposed that the new logo was designed in
1996 by Igor Shaganov (Ukraine) but his work must
have concerned its coloration only. In black & white
the logo had already been present on ESFS Awards
for ten years. It was a remodeled version of Walter
Wegmann's design from 1959.

In Eisfeld's book follows a dry report (with photos)
of the Eurocon in Zürich on August 22-23 of 1959,
containing little surrounding events aside from the
inconvenience of Wolf Detlef Rohr's car breaking
down twice during their journey to Zürich,
prolonging it to twelve hours on the road. But they
arrived. Hervé Calixte and a few others arrived
the day before. Eisfeld met Pierre Versins, JeanPierre Chevalier and Adolf Fritsch of Club Futopia
in Lausanne and they shook hands. Walter
Wegmann and W.D.Rohr held on 22 August the
opening ceremony. On the wall was a greeting
from Forrest Ackermann on display. A long paper
strip with humorous drawings depicting the life of
a fan. Karl-Herbert Scheer moderated a debate
about the possibility of a future increase in the
general quality of science fiction literature. Pierre
Versins spoke about French SF in the wake of
Jules Verne. In the evening, Heinz Fries held an
amusing speculative lecture about possible
fashion in the year 2999. The foundation of the
European SF Union was announced by Rainer
Eisfeld the following day, which included groups

Rolf Heuter mentions in his History of the SFCD
(published in 1982) that Zürich was followed by an
additional 4 conventions which were organised as
European conventions, but by 1965 the European
dream had faded away. More details to why it fell
apart can be found in Rainer Eisfeld's book. The
similarity between the logo of the ESFU and the
ESFS, however, can not be a coincidence.
------------------------------------------------

I, perhaps wrongly, assume that people
actually read articles that interest them
rather than just headlines.
John McAfee
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Photo: Klaus E Kunze, 22 Aug 1970

HEICN 1970

K.E.Kunze also took the pics in CoClock#35, page 11

It didn't last an eternity before German ambition
spawned the next international convention on the
continent. The 28th Worldcon in Heidelberg on
August 21-24th was an event which gathered
members from the east, west, north and south of
Europe. Elliott K Shorter (1939-2013), the
American TAFF-delegate delivered the most
detailed report on the events in Heidelberg. He
began his tale of Heicon with the words: "620
attendees from 15 countries out of 973 registrees
from 25 countries attended this historic event, the
first Worldcon ever held in a non Anglo-American
country. If you didn't think it was such an event
then you weren't listening. Press coverage by the
major European newspapers and broadcasting
networks, in some cases minor, but they were
there, and by Armed Forces Radio Network. The
fans from Spain, Italy, Romania, Germany,
Sweden, and England would tell you, and when
the committee received the Golden Space Ship,
at the banquet, the presentation speech would
take note of the historic occasion. And indeed it
was. Out of it would come plans for a major
European convention whose site would rotate
about the continent. The first was to be held in
conjunction with the Trieste Film Festival of 1972,

the second 2 years later in Belgium. The third to
be combined with Stockholm in '76."
At the WorldCon business meeting "a European
group led by Jacqueline H. Osterrath made a
motion calling for the establishment of a European
convention. "Move that: a) Feeling the necessity
of a tightening of the relations between persons
interested in science fiction and all other related
meetings, activities, and phenomenons, we
recommend and wish the organization of yearly
SF meetings by language or country. b) In the
same way, the creation of an European meeting
(convention) following some rotation plans. c) In
order to promote SF (like the Hugos), the
organization of an SF award to be given for every
country (or language) in the following categories:
novel, short story, fanzine, motion picture, comic
strip, screenplay, painting, illustration, etc ...,
provided the quality attained in those fields is high
enough to justify the awards, to be given at
national conventions. d) Later, the creation, on the
European scale, of an European SF Award
following the same principles, to be given at the
European convention." It was signed by
Jacqueline Osterrath, Pierre Strinati, Switzerland,
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Andre Leborgne and Tania Vandenberghe of
Belgium, Jean-Paul Cronimus and Claude Carme
of France, Gianfranco de Turris and Gianluigi
Missaija of Italy, Luis Vigil and Sebastian Martinez
of Spain, Ion Hobana and Vladimir Colin of
Romania, Dr. Herbert W. Franke and Manfred
Kage of Germany, and someone from Sweden.
Phil ruled it out of order because the Worldcon
had no right to determine local conventions. He
then entertained a motion of support for the
group. Said motion was made, I believe, by Bruce
Pelz, and passed. The group had met following
the previous day's discussion on "Worldcons Pro
and Con". One hopes that this was not convention
fever and that the Eurocon is realized."
Gianluigi Missaija [chairman of the first Eurocon]
called it "the Year Zero for European Science
Fiction." in a consequent article about HeiCon.
And while this may not have been an entirely
accurate assessment for science fiction or
science fiction-fandom, which already existed long
before Heidelberg, the actions and the desire to
communicate across language barriers leading up
to the Eurocon of today, experienced a veritable
Year Zero. And in its prolongation to what we can
consider a European fandom with a secondary
acknowledgement of existing borders.

Artwork by Teddy Harvia

The group which chose Jacqueline Osterath from
France as their speaker laid the foundation of the
European SF Committee and paved the way for a
second run of Eurocons, beginning with Trieste.
According to Herman Ceulemans who was in
charge of the artshow with Frank Kelly Freas at
Eurocon 4 in Brussels, there was a tale making
the rounds, that the Belgian fan Danny De Laet in
a drunken state put down a bid to organise
Eurocon 1 and the bid was to his horror accepted.
He could not find any support (or money) for his
project and was fortunate Trieste bailed him out.

Herbert George Wells
Atlas House, 162 High Street
Bromley, Kent, UK
February 11th, 1879
Thank You, for Clock#37, 39 and #40, which fell
through the wormhole just before Christmas. It
provided astonishing reading. Please be patient, I
will comment on the contents as soon as I grasp
its meaning. But what happened to issue #38?
Did you send it?
Bertie

After Eurocon 1-5, following a suggestion of then
ESFS's west treasurer Pascal Ducommun, the
Zürich 1959 EUROCON [Eurocon Zero], was
incorporated into the count of the new run, making
the Festival der Fantastik in Mönchengladbach'82
Eurocon 7.
Various claims were made, whose idea it was to
create a Eurocon. It is not an interesting question.
Ideas are cheap. Relevant are the efforts and the
work of those who shaped the idea into the
durable form it has today.
- Wolf -

WolfEd: Dear Bertie, interestingly you already have read
issues of Clock I haven't started working on. It occurred to
me you have figured out how safely to secure the recipient
of a message sent more than 100 years into the future.
The other way around it has apparently not been as
reliable. Yes, I sent it. I will do it again.
If you could return to me a copy of each issue you receive
after CoClock#38, it would save me a lot of work. In return
I could send you copies of all the stories you are going to
write before you start with them. Then we both can sit
back by the pool with a pina colada, knowing our work
has been done. Simultaneously it is also an opportunity for
me to have a glimpse of the immediate future. And all
relevant to me, since I wrote (or will write) it.

------------------------------------------------

The beauty of knowing yourself is nobody
else has to.
John McAfee
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lean towards historical accounts, I can conjure up
this, my first visit to Lithuania, at Lituanicon III in
1992. It was shortly after the Russian blockade
and after their first famine had ended. Lithuania
was a blank spot on our map then. I only recall
when we saw images of tanks on TV. When I
looked around Kaunas myself I thought: Now I
have to take a lot of pictures. I will never see
anything like this again. But hey, I couldn't have
been more wrong.
Then there was LatCon III - BaltCon 2002 and a
visit to Irbene, at the bottom on this page, also
with some pictures of Lars-Olov Strandberg.
(another link withheld) If you want the story, I wish
to end it with my outlook, noted in Riga, under the
heading "Closing – view".
WolfEd: Dear Jörgen. I remember LatCon III 2002. I was
there and your letter (and all the nice links which I didn't
follow up on before I google translated your LoC) awoke
some serious nostalgia in me. Yes, I think we have to do
an issue with focus on the Baltic countries.
The very obvious reason why Thord wasn't mentioned was
because I didn't know he was involved. And again, we
have some amusing stuff here to fill up future pages with.
So, hold that thought. I know you didn't intend your letter
as a LoC, but it having relevant content I felt it necessary
to bring it anyway. I was so spoiled with excellent google
translations between Italian, English and Romanian that I
completely forgot how much it sucks when dealing with the
Swedish (or German) language, which are grammatically
more complex than what we native speakers are aware.
--Concerning the earlier raised query about the Observatory
on the cover of CoClock#37. I am now 100% certain that
the dome is from the Griffith Observatory in Southern
California and the building itself, as I already stated was
Lund's observatory in South Sweden.

Free publicity for my favourite brew

Jörgen Städje
Ormingeringen, Saltsjö-Boo
Sweden
19 th April 2021
Thanks for Counterclock.
First allow me to complain a little, Thord Nilson is
not mentioned in the introduction as one of the
main characters behind the electronic peanut
throwers. Nils Segerdahl wrote most of the
programs for the personal computer, while Thord
was the one who built the power electronics that
swung and measured the spoons.
I spent most of my time talking and welding and
building the mechanics.
But one could imagine an article about how The
Great Peanut Race was finally eliminated. It
happened in three steps. The story of this can be
found at the bottom of this page under the
heading "Literature" (link to page in Swedish).
Old convention reports are maybe nice. But if you
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We hope the medical problems are done. The
only problem we had was actually catching
COVID-19, both of us. When we saw how many
people were dying of this, we really did fear for
our lives, but it took about two weeks to recover.
We figure we caught it in our building, for more
than half the people in our building would not
wear a mask. There is a city bylaw requiring the
wearing of a mask, but there is no enforcement in
the bylaw. Anyway, we did recover, we each lost
about ten pounds of weight, and we did get Astra
Zeneca shots. We still wear masks, and we are
patiently waiting for our second shots.
Around Toronto, there is the David Dunlop
Observatory north of the city, and most of the
surrounding universities are telescopes of some
kind. The best on I was at was owned by a
university further down in Ontario (University of
Waterloo), but it was mounted in the corner of a
farmer’s field in the midst of the country. It was big
enough to have three people standing around one
person sitting or crouching, but the wonders we
saw that evening… Our local SF convention, Ad
Astra, often invited local astronomers to bring
their equipment along to see what could be seen
in our light-polluted skies, and there was usually a
line-up to take a turn.

Lloyd Penney
1706-24 Eva Rd. Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2
5th May 2021
Dear Wolf and Darius:

Lithuania…one of our local grocery stores sells
imported domestic food products, and while I
cannot read Cyrillic, I do know that with our lunch
today, we did enjoy some Lithuanian Gruyere
cheese. Delicious!

Thank you both for issue 37 of CounterClock, and
it’s a delayed pleasure in finally getting to it for a
letter of comment. So much to keep us busy, and
sometimes, not much incentive to actually get it
done, even with this pandemic. There’s too much
temptation to lie down on the couch, watch some
bad television, and get nothing done.

We are all dealing with convention withdrawal
syndrome. We miss our fellow fans, especially a
few who will get a thorough hugging once I see
them post-pandemic. We are mostly social
people, and Zoom sessions are good, but far from
perfect. We also enjoy the chance to travel, and
perhaps enjoy a hotel room for a night or two.
Fandom as a whole isn’t quite what it used to be. I
would say that Canadian fandom is a shadow of
its former self, even with the recently
announcement of a Winnipeg Worldcon bid for
2023. I certainly couldn’t get to Dublin for the
Worldcon in 2019, and we are doubtful that we’d
be able to afford to go to Winnipeg, should they
win the bid.

We’ve always had an interest in science. It was
one of my best subjects in school. Yvonne was, at
one point, a busy space advocate, working for a
major Canadian space company, and she would
travel to International Space Development
Conferences, among other events. She was a
member of the Canadian Space Society, the
national advocacy group. She met many
luminaries, like Marc Garneau (Canadian
astronaut, now the federal Minister of
Transportation), Peter Diamandis (XPrize), Ken
Davidian and Brent Sponberg (NASA), Elon
Musk, Sir Richard Branson, people from the
Japanese Space Agency (JAXA), and more. She
wrote an essay for the major ESA anthology on
the effect of space on society some years ago,
alongside essays from Sir Arthur C. Clarke and
Kofi Annan.

The past pandemic year has not been a good one
for you, or for many of us. For us, our passports
expire next year, and while we would like to have
reason to renew them, we might not have that
reason. We’d like to go back to London one final
time, but retirement/semi-retirement has its own
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costs, and not much income. Yvonne also has a
horseshoe kidney, so she is careful with what she
eats and drinks.
I think none of us have been unaffected by
COVID-19, for it can kill anyone. About a month
ago now, one of our fannish friends in Montréal,
Sylvain St-Pierre, died of COVID-19 while trying
to assist his ill mother, and help her get some
medical assistance. She died three days after
Sylvain did. At the Dublin Worldcon, he was
dressed in steampunk fashion, with a couple of
brooches he had bought from me. His passing is
quite a blow to Montréal fandom, and to Canadian
fandom.
Good luck to you, and all of you assisting, in
creating the definitive history of the Eurocon. It is
not easy to tell a story when not all agree as to
the sequence of events. It may take a while to
finish it, if it is ever finished at all. I hope back
issues of Shards of Babel, plus the memories of
older fans, have helped to fill some gaps.
When I saw the article on ZIN, the first person I
thought of was a Toronto fan who is of Romanian
descent, and who is eager to keep up her
Romanian language skills, so I referred her to ZIN
magazine. When I looked up ZIN online, I got the
impression that it was a general interest
magazine, but I hope my friend has done more
research than I have. I wonder if ZIN is available
as a .pdf download?

The Viral Curtain is an anthology of Eastern
European science fiction gathered by Darius Hupov
but we definitely want to see Brașov, which is
located more central in Romania. We have not made
a final decision yet on where we will settle, but we
do have friends all over the country.

The locol, and my letter, hard to believe it was
from September 8, 2019. Our second trip to
England in 2019 was wonderful fun, and we would
indeed like to do it again. I did read the second
Pullman book I mentioned, but right now, I am
reduced to letter writing and job hunting. To date, I
have worked on seven issues of Amazing Stories,
and 11 books, most of which are already printed,
or available for print from Amazon. I am currently
working on a 12th novel, a young adult novel. I
hope you got to see all the photos I put onto my
Facebook page based on that trip to London and
sidetrips galore.

I will look into the ZIN-pdf question. The above presented
anthology of Eastern European SF will be available as pdf.
At least the covid-hysteria appears to be calming down
and more humane rules are being applied. So there is light
at the end of the tunnel. Like most people, this is a topic I
don't care much to talk or hear about.
We have had quite enough.

Looks like we're going to take a deeper dive into
Baltic sf-fandoms in future issues, mainly Lithuania
and Latvia. There is something stirring in Estonia as
well, but Lithuania appears to be the best stronghold
for sf-fandom in the three countries. Both Vilnius and
Kaunas have groups.

Let us all know where you move to, and what
happens. Will we see more from Darius in the
future, and will he be facilitating your move to the
Timisoara area? For answers to all these
questions, I look forward to issue 38, whenever it
comes out. Take care, stay safe, and see you
then.

------------------------------------------------

An intellectual is a person who's found
one thing that's more interesting than
sex.
Aldous Huxley

WolfEd: I will be goin' to Romania shortly after
wrapping up this issue. First stop will be Bucharest,
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happening have forgotten what it's like when stuff
does happen. The trouble is, of course, that stuff
tends to happen in too much quantity and/or with
really bad timing. As they say, be careful what you
wish for, you might get it.
And of course, we have lost friends and fans
along the way. Here in the UK, the COVID
casualty that hit the UK fan community the worst
was the loss of Darrell Pardoe, a long-time fan
from the Old Days in the 1970s and one of the
Really Nice Guys.
I've been trying to get my blogging mojo back, and
I've had a little success in that area; but other
things have come up that have put a stop to that
almost as soon as it started. And the thing is that
with the lockdown of most areas of human activity,
there's been very little happen that I even wanted
to blog about. The only good thing about the past
year, as far as I've been concerned, is that
through working from home, I haven't had to pay
out large amounts of money on my 30-mile each
way daily commute. And those of us with more
solitary habits have viewed lockdown as not so
much like being locked away in prison, but more
like being on a monastic retreat, where we are
able to spend time with our various collections,
our DVDs, music and books. I know I have,
though a lot of my friends are a couple of years
older than I am and have already retired. I have
slightly envied their accounts of the things they've
achieved during lockdown when I've had to work.
But then again, I've been paid (my employers
were happy for us to work from home, and to test
software remotely basically requires a good
Internet connection and preferably a second
monitor...) and I know that makes me a lot luckier
than many others.

Artwork: Arthur Thomson, Atom 1927-1990

Robert Day
Flat 2, Heatherlea, Station Road
Kirby Muxloe
Leicestershire LE9 2EN, UK
22 th May 2021
Very good to hear from you again, and thanks for
posting CC:37.

A few more fantasy & SF series for your list:
Caprica (2009-10), 18 episodes, IMDb: 7.1
Good Omens (2019), mini-series, 6 episodes, IMDb: 8.1
Gotham (2014-19), 100 episodes, IMDb: 7.8
His Dark Materials (2019), mini-series, 15 episodes (plus
one more season to come), IMDb: 7.9
Humans (2015-18), 24 episodes, IMDb: 8.0
Jonathan Strange & Mr.Norrell (2015), mini-series, 7
episodes, IMDb: 8.1
Metal Hurlant Chronicles (2012-14), anthology series, 12
episodes, IMDb: 5.8
Pennyworth (prequel to Gotham, origin story of Bruce
Wayne's butler) (2019- ), 20 episodes to date, IMDb: 7.9
Real Humans [Sweden: Äkta människor] (2012-14), 20
episodes, IMDb: 7.9
SS-GB (2017), mini-series, 6 episodes, IMDb: 6.6
Star Trek: Picard (2020- ), 20 episodes so far, IMDb: 7.5

I have a bit of a confession to make. Not knowing
what the situation was with CC:37, I responded to
the other fanzine editor I'm in contact with when
he said something about "some Worldcon reports
would be nice". So my Dublin conrep appeared
last year in Bruce Gillespie's SF Commentary. It
was a slightly different version, and I reasoned
that for the most part, most of your readers would
be unlikely to also get Bruce's zine (well, with one
exception I can think of). I hope you don't mind
too much, and I apologise if it's considered bad
manners.
I think that those of us who have moaned about
2020 being a disaster because of nothing

My great big problem with all the SF that we are
being treated to now is that many of the shows
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are spread across a range of streaming services,
and to see even a few of those that sound
interesting, I would have to subscribe to four or
five different services (assuming all are available
in the UK). That's something I'm not prepared to
do. Rather, I have access to a number of secondhand shops that sell pre-owned DVDs (at least,
they do when we're not locked down), and what
I've seen recently has been on disc. I've been
able to acquire good Blu-Ray discs of Game of
Thrones, for example, for £10-£15 per season
(indeed, I didn't start on GoT until season 8
premiered and I thought "I suppose I ought to find
out what all this fuss is about", and found myself
hooked). The only failure for me was Pennyworth,
which despite knowing it was set in a fantasy
universe, nonetheless I felt insulted by it because
of the way it played fast and loose with a lot of
British stuff which its target audience will not be
able to separate from fact. I don't normally do
patriotism, but there are limits, and for me,
Pennyworth crossed them. There are good bits in
it - the depiction of the 1960s occultist Aleister
Crowley is pretty well done and quite accurate but the rest of it just offended me. And that doesn't
happen very often.

changes because the changes would be so
radical, if you wanted the change to happen
quickly, that there would be serious opposition to
the idea. This idea is generally put down to two
Harvard professors, Richard Thaler and Cass
Sunstein, in a book they wrote in 2008. But in
Warhoon 28, I found an almost throwaway
comment by Walt Willis to the effect that he had
first had the idea in 1969, and expressed in
almost identical terms. Willis was a senior civil
servant in the devolved Northern Ireland
government at the time, so this wasn't just some
fan having an idle thought over a couple of beers.
This was a policy that he was putting into place
and making work in Real Life. (The concept is
actually even older than that, but Willis expressed
it so clearly in the same words as were used
nearly 40 years later by the people who take the
credit for the idea, that I feel quite justified in
telling anyone who will listen - and a few people
who won't! - all about the true origin of this Really
Neat Idea.)
How the idea got from Belfast to Harvard remains
a bit of a mystery, though it seems that the title of
Thaler and Sunstein's book came from a publisher
they were talking to. It seems quite possible to me
that the publisher may have been a fan, even if
only in their youth; or they had a conversation with
a fan in a work context where the other person
said "I read somewhere once about this really
great idea..."

The one thing that I've not gotten to see much of,
like you, is The Man in the High Castle. I've seen
the first three episodes at friends' houses, but
Amazon have resolutely not released this on DVD
s far as I know. What I saw of it certainly felt like
the PKD novel, but only in as much as getting the
setting right. I understand that some of the more
mystical elements of the novel aren't reflected in
the show and the plot differs as the show goes on.
Still, everything will appear eventually, I suppose.
SS-GB. from the Len Deighton novel, covers a lot
of the same ground.

The virus really disrupted my travel plans. I had a
holiday booked in Austria for May-June 2019; that
didn't happen. I registered for Octocon in Dublin
(mainly as an excuse to go to Dublin for a
weekend again), but the 2020 convention was
postponed to 2021, but now that's been put back
to 2022. The best things are worth waiting for.
Although as I write, various nations are opening
up for visitors again, and I'm due to get my
second vaccination tomorrow, travel plans are
really low on my list of priorities until I see what
countries open up, when, and what events are
going to be available. In the meantime, new
variants threaten to put everything back to square
one.

One interesting bit of fallout from my Worldcon trip
concerns the great fan writer, Walt Willis. I
ploughed my way through the copy of Warhoon
28 that I acquired in Dublin; and, close to the end,
I discovered something, almost a throwaway
comment, that rather astonished me.
One of the big ideas on public administration
these days is called "Nudge Theory" - the idea
that you can persuade people to do things that
are good for them, or for the community, or both,
through giving away small incentives so that they
make minor changes in their lives or behaviour
that gradually 'nudge' their lives onto different
paths. The theory says that this works better than
trying to pass laws that will make sweeping

And that's the sum of my life right now!
WolfEd: The reason why Caprica wasn't on my list
over the past decade, was that I felt it belonged to
the previous one. You can't have both 2010 and
2020 in the same decade. I would rather have
included Picard, but that one I felt belongs to the
next 10 years. So, those two were deliberately
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omitted – the others not. That makes 80+ tv-shows
produced in the twentytens. So much more an overkill in televised sf.
We all have the same problem with the sf-shows
being spread over multiple streaming services. The
advice I was about to give was one I barely had
been heeding myself. So, immediately I went to
youtube now and looked what information there was
on Man in the High Castle and lo and behold, my
curiosity was satisfied. Not eager to see it any more.
What about Time after Time? Yikes!!! Ok, instantly
cured...
I can wait until (if) it is released on dvd and thrown at
the customers on sale. As I have done with most of
my vast collection. Will buy Doctor Who season 11 if
it drops under 10 Euro. I can wait...

DIETER STEINSEIFER
*15 February 1941 – +30 December 2020
A Legend of Gerfany & the Land of Wonder
We met for the first time on the first day of the
SFCD-Convention in Marburg, 28 July 1978 and
for the last time at LyCon the SFCD-Convention in
Lübeck, 7 September 2003. In the span of these
25 years I learned of his many accomplishments
by reading about them. Not one word of it from his
own mouth.
He never told me, that he was the only German
SF-fan ever to receive the German Fan HUGO.
He didn't say that he picked up the debris after a
massive feud in the SFCD and brought back the
association from the brink of destruction in the
mid 70's. This was something I discovered when I
read Rolf Heuter's History of the SFCD (1982).
He didn't say that he was running the Marburg
convention 1978 because the intended event had
cancelled. This was something I understood from

Warhoon#28 is a treasure trove of brilliant writing. I
look forward to read it all in more depth as I go into
retirement (beginning later this year). It is without
question the most valuable book I own.

Artwork: Bill Rotsler 1926-1997

WAHF: Anders Bellis, John-Henri Holmberg, John
Purcell, Steve Fahnestalk, Alan White
------------------------------------------------

Making money is easy. It is. The difficult
thing in life is not making it, it's keeping it.
Dieter Steinseifer at HanseCon in Lübeck 1999

John McAfee

Photo: Wolf von Witting
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the heartfelt round of applause he received at the
event itself. And from the representatives of five
SFCD city groups, who at the convention each
donated a barrel of beer to the merry round of
convention members in honor of him volunteering
to run the replacement SFCD-convention 1978 as
the one-man-committee he was.

Success, for me, is being able to wake up
in the morning and feel like a 12 year old.
John McAfee
------------------------------------------------

We slept on his floor that night, Dieter Liebig and
Dieter Lamers from Niederkassel and I. Marburg
in 1978 became a fond memory among cons.
The SFCD had a few calm years before it went
back to its usual quarrelsome self. Dieter who
also was a founding member of the fantasy-club
FOLLOW (Fellowship Of the Lords and Land Of
Wonder), withdrew from sf-fandom. He tried to
draft me for the Dragon Clan of FOLLOW, but I
wasn't half as much into fantasy then as I am now.
Dieter Steinseifer was a person I even could not
imagine to quarrel with anyone. He was always
well tempered, with a sharp mind. Well, at least
until old age took the best of him. I should not
have been surprised to hear of his death. I knew
that he wasn't well. Yet, it filled me with profound
sadness to read about it, today – almost half a
year after his funeral.

THE FINAL WRD
Ok, so... for being an old man, I'm still young.
I can agree with that. You know what they say,
age is just a number. You are as young as you
feel and all that rubbish. I feel old. That's how I
feel. I'm nothing like John McAfee (who also died
quite recently, btw). There are plenty of men older
than me who feel younger.
I guess they don't want to stare death in the face.
But death is looking at me and I don't want to be
caught by surprise and off guard, like Joachim
Henke , Staffan Mossige-Norheim, Herbert Thiery
or Eckhard Schwettmann. Or my own dear
brother, for that matter. They were all too young to
go. Younger than I am.
I've read and translated Brian Stableford's short
story AND HE NOT BUSY BEING BORN into
Swedish. The imagined fate of his protagonist
Adam Zimmermann grabbed me.
Unlike Brian, I never wished for any sort of
immortality. We thoroughly established this at the
panel we held about Longevity or Immortality at
the SF-Days of North-Rhine Westphalia 1998.
It's when I quoted Werner Herzog's Nosferatu;
“There's a fate worse than death, not being able
to die. To spend an endless amount of pointless
days.”

It was this picture from HEICON 70 with the caption:
Klaus D Kunze, Dieter Steinseifer (1941-2020) and
Mario Bosnyak, hitting me like a hammer.
Photo by Klaus E Kunze

This is how I found out. What? Dieter is dead?
With him, the last of my childhood heroes passed
beyond the rim of the galaxy. I am happy that he
lived. I am happy that we considered each other
friends. I am grateful for the moments we shared.
And once again I have to fill my whisky glass and
raise it in his memory.
To Dieter Steinseifer, I raise my glass tonight.
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If you can't follow my reasoning, then perhaps not
enough of your friends younger than yourself
have died yet. Yes, we make new friends all the
time. When you are older, the new friends tend to
be younger. All as it should be. But I do feel a
certain attachment to people (friends) who taught
me something about life. They made me who I am
and parts of them live on in me. I do not forget.

Sweden this year. Very temporarily. I wouldn't bet
on us running into each other in Stockholm. I've
learned that anything can happen when leaving all
doors, windows and hatches open.
Disappearing is fun!
For those who believe every person on the planet
can be tracked, we shall see. It is actually an
interesting challenge. Personally, I believe I can
make myself a complete ghost. And why do so?
Because I can.

Brian would know what it means, when I say that I
am rapidly approaching my own point of NOT
BEING BUSY BEING BORN. He borrowed this
line, not from Adam, but from Bob Zimmermann.
It's alright, ma! I'm only sighing...

*

*

*

Within Europe it is no problem to move between
countries without being registered at entry. Since I
do not own, and never will own a cellphone, I can
have no number. Other than in social security
code registers. I can still be contacted by email,
but I am unlikely to log in from the same server
twice. If I need to be reached urgently, then it is
best to post directly to my Fb-page (not pvt msg).
I can view my page from any account, but not
read pvt messages. You may then suddenly be
contacted by someone you never heard of before.
I will then identify myself by something you have
read on this page. Think of it as a spy game.
It'll be fun!

But these are only the final words of this issue,
not the last final words. I said it before and I can
write it again. I intend to make it beyond issue #42
and hopefully to #50. I have plenty of writing
projects still ahead of me. It will keep me in this
damn chair and not exactly improve my health. So
10 to 15 years at best.

I was thinking today... how many different words
for cheese do I know? Not for different types of
cheese, but for the word cheese in different
languages... Ost (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian),
Käse (German), formaggio (Italian), сыр
(Russian) brânză (Romania), queso (Spanish),
fromage (French), kaas (Dutch). I had to check
the spelling, not the pronunciation. I've practiced
and improved my Russian and Spanish lately. But
I'd say I get along fairly well in these languages.
The worst of them, for me, to discern the words
and their meaning is actually spoken Dutch. So
I'm not likely to surface in Amsterdam.

Artwork: Hans Holbein the Younger (1497–1543)

You have to excuse me. I don't feel we make any
progress. My own life has run into something of a
stalemate. What I usually do when this occurs, is
that I make a move. I intend to do so again.
Where to exactly, I don't know yet.
Could be to Romania, could be to Serbia, could
be somewhere else. I may temporarily return to

Artwork: Teddy Harvia
I may possibly even take up an old practice which
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one of my readers, John Hertz, still is using.
Writing letters on paper with a pen, taking them to
a post office and send them by snail mail.

interesting enough on its own. I kept posing my
own questions and looking for my own answers. I
was a cog in the system for as long as I could
agree with how the system was run. This changed
with privatization in 1990. I didn't step out of it
immediately. I was watching the tragedy unfolding
for 14 years before I stepped out of the system.
Now I've spent 14 years in the village.
I expect to spend the last 14 years of my life as a
free man. I will answer no more questions. My life
is my own. I will not be briefed, debriefed, indexed
or numbered. And if I'm right, then you will have
more interesting reading to look forward to. To tell
an amazing story, one better live it.

I disagree with a number of things in society as it
is today and the direction towards it is unfolding.
The primary group of victims, in my opinion, were
the Swedish. I felt that my rights as a citizen were
violated over and over again. It's why I left.
I may not have accomplished anything great. But
my life has been and will continue to be a fun and
amazing adventure. Before I go I have to share it.
I feel compelled to share it. It's the least I can do
for all the blessings life has given me. Because
after a shaky youth, which wasn't all that bad as
the story told so far has been revealing. My mind
boggled several times over. In my story both the
future and the past come together.

------------------------------------------------

I wish some environmental activist would have a
look at San Marino. What they find there could
possibly blow them a fuse or two. They have more
cars than people.
I was under the wrong impression our region of
Italy was a serious environmental burden on our
planet with a car per every adult. And all along
this was only an average for the country. I always
felt it was an incredible waste of energy to move a
ton of mass to get one person from A to B. Not to
mention the environmental burden to produce the
car itself. France, Sweden and UK show that even
a modern country can do with fewer vehicles.
The Pacific Island of Guam is something of a joke
in this context, where even on a bicycle nothing is
further away than an hour at most (for the old and
frail). But considering who are in charge of their
administration, we understand how it became so.
I wonder if they have speeding tickets...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_vehicles
_per_capita
------------------------------------------------

Wrapping up another issue feels good. My main
thanks go to Owen and Emilian and the LoCwriters. It wouldn't be as much fun if I didn't know
someone was reading it.
Probably won't be seeing you,
Wolf
------------------------------------------------
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Wolf von Witting, roaming all over the map
Here today, gone tomorrow

Email: wolfram1764 - at - yahoo - dot – se
Darius Hupov, Timis, Str. Simfoniei nr. 74
Timisoara - Dumbravita / Romania

Artwork: Oskar Herrfurth (1862-1934)

Unlike Münchhausen's stories, mine will be 99%
true. At least from what I perceived. You will then
be able to decide for yourself what is bollocks and
what is not. But I will have no reason to invent
things which didn't happen. That which did, was

Email: hupovdarius – at – gmail – dot - com

Photographers: Joerg Ritter (Gerfany)
and Sergii Paltsun (Ukraine)
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